Symptoms: Their Causes

Gut. Aug;30(8) Oesophageal symptoms, their causes, treatment, and prognosis in patients with the acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome.Tuberculosis Comprehensive overview covers symptoms, treatment, The bacteria that
cause tuberculosis are spread from one person to.The common cold is a viral infection of your nose and throat (upper
Signs and symptoms, which can vary from person to person, might.Track Cold and Flu Symptoms Near Colds and
Allergies Cause Tinnitus?.Active TB is when the disease is actively producing symptoms and can be transmitted to
other.The cancer treatment is based on the type of cancer and to reduce disease symptoms but unable to cure the.The
plague is a serious bacterial infection that can be deadly. It's caused by poor sanitation, overcrowding, and large rodent
populations.When tonsils become infected, the condition is called tonsillitis. Tonsillitis symptoms can include difficulty
swallowing, stomachaches, and a very sore throat.Stomach ulcers are painful sores in the lining of the stomach. Find out
what causes them and how to treat them.Here, we look at what causes gastritis, the symptoms, risk factors, and possible
complications of chronic gastritis. Also, find out about treatments.Appendicitis is an inflammation of the appendix, a 3
1/2-inch-long tube of tissue that extends from the large intestine. One study suggests that.The most common cause of
acute pancreatitis is stones in the gallbladder. Other causes include ingested medicines, high triglyceride levels in the
blood, high.Anyone can get pneumonia. It's commonly a complication of a respiratory infectionespecially the flubut
there are more than 30 different causes of the illness.Symptoms may include irritability, difficulty sleeping or relaxing,
headaches and If it is suspected that stress is the cause for psychological or physical illness.Read about the symptoms
and causes of common kidney problems. Types include blood or protein in urine, kidney stones, acute injury, infection,
pain, and .Treatment and prevention information is included in the information. Overview of Heartburn; Heartburn
Causes; Heartburn Symptoms; Heartburn Diagnosis.Causes & Symptoms. Parkinson's disease is caused by damage to a
special kind of nerve cells (neurons) in a specific part of the brain that produce a chemical.The structure of the leg
begins with the skeleton. The large bones of the leg are the femur (thigh bone).Dementia information learn about
symptoms, causes, diagnosis, risks and treatments and the difference between dementia and Alzheimer's
disease.Whether you have food poisoning or the stomach flu, we feel for you (and your bathroom). Here's how to try to
tell the difference between the.There are more than 30 different causes of pneumonia including bacteria, viruses,
airborne irritants, and fungi. When these germs enter the.Learn the definition, causes and symptoms of diabetes.
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